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Significant electricity costs reduction can be obtained by increasing MOX discharge burnup. The Pu
fuel cycle economy is not penalized in the high burnup objective as it is the case for U02, sustaining
costs increasing exponentially with U235 enrichment. This gives a supplementary reason to recycle
Pu in LWRs and to make nuclear energy more competitive compared to other sources of electricity
production.

Part of R and D work made at BELGONUCLEAIRE focus on pending validation and licensing
questions about Pu recycling and high burnup achievement in commercial LWRs. Eventual
limitations in fuel performance, from core physics and rod thermal-mechanical behaviour point of
view receive special attention. This R and D work is often performed in the framework of
International Programmes, allowing to share the budget and the resulting data between participating
Organizations : fuel manufacturers, designers, utilities, research centres,

Neutronic investigations in direct relation to MOX fuel performance focus on two topics. MOX fuel
performance evaluations requires first a good knowledge of fuel power histories. In this framework,
recent programmes focus on the validation of MOX power evaluations :

- Fission chamber response provide experimental data concerning the determination of MOX fuel
assemblies inside mixed cores.

Assembly mock-up provides experimental data concerning the rodwise power distribution inside
the MOX fuel assembly, especially at the U02 interface.

Fine measurements with foils or gamma scanning of pellets provide information on the spatial
power generation inside the MOX fuel rod.

Such experiments have been carried out in the SCK CEN VENUS facility with MOX fuel assemblies
mock-ups containing more than 12% Pu in average.

These MOX evaluations include secondly fuel irradiation studies at high burn-up. In these conditions,
significant amount of higher actinides is produced, which can play an important role in reactivity
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(power generation) and on fission gas source (He production). In Radiochemistry programmes,
several minor actinides have been investigated : highly fissile (Am242m, Cm243, Cm245 ) as well as
strong alpha emitters ( Pu238, Cm242 ).

Programmes related to fuel thermal mechanical performance have for objective to obtain and analyze
MOX rods irradiated to high burnups, in commercial reactors and in MTRS, with three main fields of
investigation : rod integrity and PCMI, fission gas release and rod inner pressure, fuel microstructure.
Commercial reactor fuel is currently irradiated in PWRs to discharge burnups around 45-50 GWd/tM
in the framework of standard fuel reload. Further irradiation is contemplated, in commercial reactors,
by transferring some rods into less burnt assemblies, to achieve burnups exceeding 70 GWd/tM.

Present studies on MOX fuel conclude that its in-reactor performance is similar to that of U02

operating in the same thermal conditions. However, the difference in thermal performance between
MOX and U02 (resulting from specific radial power profile and its evolution with burnup, as well as
from thermal conductivity difference) combined with the higher linear powers sustained by MOX
during the second half of life (due to slower reactivity drop with burnup) lead to enhanced fission gas
release compared to U02 This specific MOX behaviour receives continuous attention and relevant
data are obtained on the extent of gas release versus operating conditions. This information is then
used to optimize rod design and maintain the safety margins applied in calculation to avoid any
penalty for high burnup achievement.

Helium production and release are receiving also continuous attention. Early studies have shown that
helium resulting from a-decay of higher actinides can contribute markedly to rod pressure increase in
some conditions. Initial helium pre-pressurization, Pu content, quality and initial Am241 content and
in-reactor thermal history are the main parameters controlling helium production and release. High
burnups in BWRs could be more difficult to achieve due to excessive helium partial pressure increase.
Complementary R and D on helium solubility and transport properties is necessary to predict accurate
helium release and enhance the chances to increase MOX discharge burnup.

Particular attention is also given to MOX fuel microstructural changes with burnup, including in-
reactor densification, swelling accommodation and pore development with fission gas build up. Rod
profilometry and ramp tests suggest that PCMI in MOX is almost identical to U02, in agreement with
pellet dimensional changes, expected similar in both fuels as a result of pore evolution and solid
swelling.


